Gazelle Pro Blanking Cap
Installation manual

The Gazelle Pro Blanking Cap is for use when removing the Gazelle Pro Aerial
Head Unit from the vehicle (for storage or security), offering a weatherproof
cover for the foot assembly.
Tools required:
> 6mm Allen Key
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> Cleaning Cloth

A. Removing the Head Unit
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Unlocked

2

3

Locked

Remove the Bolt Cap by turning anti
clockwise (use a coin or other
appropriate flat edge).

Remove the fixing bolt.

Standard Gazelle Pro

Gazelle Pro with Spacer Kit

4A

4B

On the standard Gazelle Pro, it is not
necessary to remove the cable from
the vehicle.

If using the Gazelle Pro Spacer Kit, it
is necessary to remove the spacers
and therefore the cable to use the
Blanking Cap.

This can remain routed for when the
Gazelle Pro Head Unit is reinstalled.
Continue to section C.

Continue to section B.

Lift Gazelle Pro Head Unit from
Mounting Foot, ensuring the Sealing
Gasket is still located in the Gazelle
Pro Head Unit.

B. Removing the Spacers and Cable (Gazelle Pro Variants with Spacers)
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Remove the F Connector from the
end of the cable.

3
Remove cable
from head unit

From inside vehicle, detach cable to
head unit from Signal Booster.

Cable
hanging freely

Free cable from any fixing points and
pull free from any internal routing.
The cable will now be free hanging
from the vehicle roof.

5

From inside vehicle, lift the spacers
from the Mounting Foot and pull the
cable back through the roof and free
from the vehicle.
Note: The cable is designed to
remain fitted to the top spacer. It is
not necessary to remove the cable
from the spacer.

Refit F Connector to the cable to
ensure it is not lost. Wind cable into a
loose hank for storage.

C. Installing the Banking Cap
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2
Lip clean from debris and dirt

Use a cloth to ensure the top of the
Mounting Foot is clean and clear from
debris.
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Push the Blanking Cap firmly onto the top of the Mounting Foot. Ensure the
Blanking Cap is pushed fully onto the Mounting Foot, providing a secure
weatherproof cover.

Maxview reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice

